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Abstract
Crystal phase quantumdots (CPQD) embedded in a nanowire (NW) geometry have recently emerged
as efficient single photon emitters. In typical III–V semiconductorNWs suchCPQDs are linked to the
well-known zincblende (ZB)/wurtzite (WZ) polytypism that occursmostly randomly along theNW
axis,making it difficult to assess the exact position andmicroscopic nature of a particular emitter.
Here, we employ highly spatially-resolved cathodoluminescence (CL) spectroscopy directly in a
scanning transmission electronmicroscope to unambiguously identify type,microscopic nature,
position and luminescence characteristics of single polytype defects in ultrathinGaAs–AlGaAs core–
shell NWswith nanometer-scale resolution. Importantly, we find that individual twin defects (1ML-
inclusion ofWZ in a ZB crystal) are the predominant source forQD emission, where the spectral
position depends sensitively on the strength of radial confinement by the ultrathinGaAsNWcore. By
analyzing the temperature-dependent luminescence properties of a∼1ML thick/7 nmwide twin-
defect CPQD,we determine a thermal activation energy of∼7.4meV for the confined excitons, as well
as an evolution in linewidth that reflects phonon-mediated broadening processes, corroborating the
QD-like behavior. Ourfindings also reveal the presence of effective carrier diffusion in-between
isolatedCPQDs.

Introduction

Freestanding III–V semiconductor nanowires (NW) are well known for their strong propensity for polytypism
characterized by the coexistence of different crystal phases along their growth axis [1, 2]. In particular, wurtzite
(WZ) and zincblende (ZB) phases aswell as their intermixed structures are readily observed in almost the
entire family of III–V semiconductorNWs, including arsenide (e.g. GaAs, InAs) [2–6], phosphide (e.g. InP, GaP)
[7–9], and antimonide-based (e.g. InSb)materials [10], when grown along the common 〈111〉 orientations. Such
crystal phase polytypism exhibits significant impact on the properties of functional NWdevices [6, 8, 11], and
further opens important opportunities in designing novel crystal phase heterostructures by exploiting the
different electronic band structures and band-offsets of theWZ andZBphases [12, 13]. In a bulk-like
configuration, theWZ–ZB interface is well known to exhibit a type-II band alignment, with the conduction and
valence bands inWZbeing higher than in the ZB phase [4, 12, 13]. Consequently, in the limit of short ZB
inclusions inWZ-phaseNWs (or vice versaWZ inclusions in ZB-phaseNWs), this leads to confinement of
charge carriers in the growth direction [4, 6, 14, 15]. Attractive applications that directly exploit the carrier
confinement atWZ/ZB-interfaces are so-called crystal phase quantumdots (CPQD) asfirst illustrated for InP-
basedNWs [15]. QDs integrated in aNWgeometry open a pathway towards efficient single photon sources, due
to the highly enhanced light extraction efficiency as demonstrated e.g. for heterostructure-typeQDs [16–18].
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The realization ofWZ/ZB-CPQDswith high-brightness and indistinguishable single photon emission has
been also attempted in the important GaAs-basedNWmaterial system.However, in conventional GaAsNWs
(typical diameters of>30 nm, that is, larger than the excitonic Bohr radius), the carriers are not sufficiently
confined in the direction perpendicular to theNWaxis. Also, the type-II band alignment at theWZ/ZB-
interface induces only indirect excitonic transitionswith very long lifetimes (>several ns) due to the reduced
overlap of electron and holewave functions [4, 14, 19–22]. Only very recently, first evidence was provided for
bright and spectrally sharp single photon emitters fromCPQDs inGaAsNWswith excitons confined in all three
dimensions andwith temporal characteristics exhibiting very fast lifetimes [23]. This was achieved by fabricating
ultrathin,∼10 nmwideGaAs–AlGaAs core–shell NWswith a randomdistribution ofmixedWZ/ZB crystal
phases, rotational twins and stacking defects [23, 24]. AlthoughWZ/ZB-like crystal defects have been put
forward as themost likely origin for the sharp emission characteristics [23], the exact type, nature and position of
the corresponding luminescence center has remained elusive.

To exactly pin down these features is, however, complicatedmainly by two effects: (a) crystal phase
mixing ofWZ/ZB phases occurs rather statistically along theNWaxis, while deterministic control of type
and position of crystal phase defect is still difficult in the common growth processes of GaAsNWs; (b)most
of the standard techniques employed to directly correlate themicrostructure of single NWwith the optical
properties are not of sufficiently high spatial resolution. Although there has been a significant body of
work using correlated high-resolution transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM)/micro-photoluminescence
(μ-PL) to identify the emission properties of different polytype inclusions and defects in GaAsNWs
[4, 14, 22–24], the data representsmostly an average over relatively wideNW segments (typically>1 μm, that
is, resolution-limit ofμ-PL). Thismakes it difficult to probe the exact nature and position of the respective
luminescence center. Fortunately, ultrahigh-resolution analytical capabilities combining spatially-resolved
cathodoluminescence (CL) spectroscopy directly with scanning-TEM (STEM) have very recently become
available to exactly identify type,microscopic nature, position and luminescence characteristics of single
crystal defects at the nanoscale with resolution in the few-nm range [25]. While, so far, these capabilities have
been demonstrated almost exclusively in group-III nitride based quantum nanostructures emitting in the
visible to ultraviolet spectral (vis–UV) range [25–28], only few attempts have beenmade to explore nanoscale
materials and defects emitting in the infrared [29].

In this study, we demonstrate ultrahigh-spatially resolved STEM-CL on single GaAs–AlGaAs core–shell
NWswith embedded CPQDs. By directly correlating the polytype defect structure with the spectrally sharp
emitters localized along the length of the ultrathinGaAsNW core, we identify individual rotational twin
defects as the dominant source for QD-like emission. In addition, by performing temperature-dependent
luminescence experiments, we quantitatively determine the localization energies of the excitons in single
twin defects and provide direct insights in the dynamics of charge carriers in the CPQDs inside strongly
confined 1D-like NWs.

Methods

The investigatedGaAs–AlGaAs core–shell NWswere fabricated bymolecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a Si (111)
wafer. The Si waverwas coveredwith a∼2 nm thick SiO2 layer containing nanometer sized pinholes in the SiO2

layer, as induced bywet chemical etching in hydrofluoric acid, to define randomnucleation sites for theNWs. In
general, nucleation and growth of well controlled III–VNWson Si substrate is quite challenging and themethod
demonstrated here is one of several different fabrication techniques [30–34]. In ourMBEprocess, theGaAsNW
coreswere grown via the vapor–liquid–solid growthmodewhereGa-droplets act as autocatalysts. For this
growth step, a substrate temperature of 610 °C, aGa-flux of 0.025 nm s−1 and anAs-flux of 0.103 nm s−1 (beam
equivalent pressure (BEP) of 1.90×10−6 mbar)was chosen. After 40 min ofNWcore growth, theGa andAs
fluxeswere turned off and the substrate temperaturewas increased to 680 °C for 30 min to thin down theNW
diameter to∼10 nmvia thermal evaporation [21]. Finally, to passivate surface states and thereby inducing strong
luminescence efficiency in theNW [35], theNWswere overgrownwith a 35 nm thick Al0.25Ga0.75. As shell
followed by a 10 nm thickGaAs capping layer. For shell overgrowth the substrate temperature was decreased to
490 °C. The shell was grown at Ga andAlfluxes of 0.017 nm s−1 and 0.0057 nm s−1, respectively, and the Asflux
was set to 1.90 nm s−1 (BEP 3.50×10−5 mbar), as adapted fromoptimized planar AlGaAs/GaAs growth on
(110)GaAs [36].

To perform low-temperature (T=16 K) STEM-CL characterization along the length of individualNWs the
as grownNWsweremechanically transferred onto carbon-coated TEMgrids andmounted on amodified liquid
HeliumTEMcryo-sample holder. Low-temperature CLwas directly applied in a STEMFEI STEMTecnai F20 to
correlate the crystalline real structure of the core–shell NWwith the luminescence properties with nanometer-
scale resolution. In STEMmode, the focused electron beam is scanned over theNWwhile the emitted light is
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collected by a parabolic aluminummirror and focused onto the entrance slit of the gratingmonochromator
MonoCL4 (Gatan) [26, 27]. The collected light is detected by a liquidN2 cooled silicon charge-coupled device
(CCD). This results in a three-dimensional data set ICL(x,λ)with a spectral resolution of 0.6 nm. Simultaneous
to the detection of theCL-signal, a brightfield and a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) electron detector
are used for acquiring the STEM image. The STEMacceleration voltage was set to 80 keV to prevent
luminescence degradation. The electron excitation beamhas a diameter of∼0.6 nm.Due to scattering of
primary electrons in the samplewe estimate that the effective excitation spot size is widened to a diameter of∼15
for a 80 nm thickGaAs film (Goldstein range) [37].

For temperature dependentμ-PLmeasurements NWs from the same sample were dispersed onto silicon
substrate whichwas thenmounted in a liquidHeflow cryostat. The temperature can be controlled by the liquid
heliumflow and ismonitoredwith a thermocouple. For optical excitation a 654 nmpulsed diode laser emitting
100 ps pulses with a repetition rate of 40MHz is focused through an objective onto the sample, yielding a
diffraction limited spot of∼1 μm.The excitation laser was adjusted to a lowpower of 180 nW throughout the
experiments presented here. The PL is collected confocally through the same objective and analyzed in a 0.5 m
focal lengthmonochromator (Princeton Instruments Acton, 1200 mm−1 grating) equippedwith a liquidN2

cooledCCDdetector.

Results and discussion

A representative bright-field STEM image of a single GaAs–AlGaAs core–shell NW is shown infigure 1(a). The
contrast alternations directly indicate that there is a variation in crystal structure along theNWaxis. In
particular, theNWconsists of predominantly ZB crystal structure with up to few hundred-nm long rotational
twinswhich are separated by single twin defects (marked by arrows infigure 1), that is, the inclusion of a
monolayer ofWZ. Towards the left end of theNWaswell as the very right end (<100 nmwide region) the crystal
structure becomesmore disorderedwith a higher density of twin defects and also shortWZ segments embedded
in the ZB crystal, as verified in our earlier work by correlated selected area diffraction imaging [24, 38].
Furthermore, theGaAsNWcore is characterized by slight tapering along the growth axis, as confirmed bymore
detailed STEManalysis (see supporting information). Essentially, from the left to the right end of theNW, the
NWcore diameter decreases from14±2 nm to 7±2 nm,which is a consequence of the varyingGa droplet
diameter during the self-catalyzed growth conditions used for theGaAsNWcore growth [38].

Figure 1. (a) STEMbright-field image of a core–shell GaAs–AlGaAsNWwith an ultrathinGaAs core.Most of theNWconsists of ZB
phase, with few twin defects, which aremarked by arrows in the image. The left and very right end of theNWcontains a high density of
twins and intermixed short ZB/WZsegments. (b)Panchromatic CL intensity image of the sameNW.Most intense emission stems
from the ZB region of theNW, containing few twin defects. (c)CL spectralmap derived from a line scan along theNWaxis. Spectrally
broadCL centered at∼1.55 eV is observed at the defect-rich end of theNW,whereas theCL from the twinnedZB region exhibits
sharp emission lines at∼1.60 eV. TheCLmeasurements were performed at a temperatureT=16 K.
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Apanchromatic CL intensitymap of the sameNW, as recorded at 16 Kunder an electron excitation current
of 69 pA is further shown infigure 1(b). It can be clearly seen that the luminescence intensity reaches a
maximum in the central part of theNW,which corresponds to regionswhere ZB crystal phase and individual
twin defects prevail. In contrast, we obtain onlyweakCL intensity for excitation in the highly defective left and
very right end of theNWwhere random crystal phase defects and intermixingwithWZphase aremore
prevalent. To visualize the optical properties of theWZ-segments and the twin defects on a nanoscale, a CL line
scanwas performedwhile the convergent electron beamwas scanned axially along theNW. Infigure 1(c) the
color codedCL intensity is plotted as a function of axial position and emissionwavelength. Clearly, the CL line
scan yields different emission energy distributions between the right and left parts of theNW:while we observe
discrete sharp lines at an energy of∼1.60 eV in the right part of theNW, excitation in the left part of theNW
yields alsoCL that is spectrally centered at∼1.55 eV andwhich has a broad and continuous shape.

The spectral change along theNWcan be directly associatedwith the changing crystal structure and core
diameter which determine the electronic band-structure along theNW.The isolated twin defects in the
predominant ZB-phase part of theNWrepresent effectively isolatedCPQDswhere the excitons are confined
axially by the twin defect and radially by the∼7–10 nmcore diameter, hence, leading to few discrete electronic
states and distinct sharpQD-like transitions. TheCL feature at∼1.55 eV is also present in this part of theNW,
whichwe attribute to diffusion of the free carriers towards the leftNWend, where the energetically lower
transitions are predominant. This diffusion process is reasonable considering the relatively large carrier
diffusion length inGaAs at low temperature (order of few hundred nm to 1 μm) [39].We elaboratemore closely
the effects of carrier diffusion in theNWvia temperature-dependent PLmeasurements further below. In the
region of higher twin defect density andWZ segments, e.g., towards the∼14 nm thick end of theNW, there is a
higher density of transitions leading to an energetically broad luminescence from this part of theNW.Notably,
we observe no sharp emission lines at the position of the twin defects located at∼0.9 μm.We attribute this
observation to transfer of the charge carriers to the energetically lower transitions (1.55 eV) of the nearby defect-
richNWend. The continuous shape of theCL spectrum at around 1.55 eVdiffers fromPLmeasurements of
defect-richNWsegments in ultrathinGaAsNWswhere one rather observes separated peaks in the spectrum, as
will be presented below andhas also been shown in a previous study [23]. This can be explained by the fact that
the excitation density inCL is significantly larger than inμ-PL experiments and therefore the 0D states arefilled
up readily, such that their energetically discrete transitions are superimposed by recombination from the 1D-
NWcontinuum. Furthermore, the CL from this region is at a comparatively lower energy at∼1.55 eVdue to the
weaker radial quantum confinement in the thickNWend.

To providemore detailed insights into the role of individual twin defects on theCL properties, we performed
higher-resolution analysis aroundwell-defined rotational twins under lowerCL excitation density (19 pA
electron excitation current). Figure 2(a) shows a corresponding STEMHAADF image recorded close to the right
end of theNW.Themicrograph reveals that this part of theNWconsists of fewhundred-nm longZB segments,
separated by two individual twin defects which aremarked by arrows. Respective CL spectra recorded at
different positions along this segment of theNWare presented infigure 2(b). The positions of the electron
excitation spot are denoted aswhite rectangles in the STEM image offigure 2(a). The spectra consist of a few
distinct sharp lines with linewidths down to below the resolution limit of theCL spectrometer (∼4 meV).Most
importantly, the positions of themost intense peaks, at 1.58 and 1.61 eV, directly correlate with the twomarked
twin defects in theNW. In particular, the intensity of the peak at 1.58 eV reachesmaximum intensity for
excitation close to the twin defectmarked by the blue arrow, while the transition at 1.61 eV correlates with the
twin defectmarked by the red arrow. For the transition at 1.58 eV a slight shift in energy (barely above the
resolution limit of the spectrometer) can be noted in the spectrumwhen comparing electron excitation directly
on the twin defect (labeled as position number 5 infigure 2)with excitation in the vicinity of the twin defect.We
attribute this shift to Coulomb interactionwith excited electrons in the vicinity of theCPQD [23, 40]. These two
observations, that is, the spatial coincidence of the twin defect withCL excitation positionwhere the peak
intensity reaches itsmaximumaswell as the correlation of excitation position and shift in transition energy,
clearly corroborate that the sharpQD-like transitions originate from single isolated twin defects. The fact that
the sharp-line transitions do not only appearwhen the excitation spot is directly focused on the corresponding
twin defect, but also for excitation in the proximity of the twin illustrates that the carrier diffusion length inside
the ZB segment is at least half the segment length, i.e.,>150 nm, in agreement with previous reports [19, 39].
Interestingly, there is an energy difference of∼30 meVbetween the transitions associated to the two twin defects.
We attribute this difference to a change in radial quantum confinement due to the variation of theNWcore
diameter along the investigated segment. Via STEMHAADF imagingwe could determine the core diameter
with an accuracy of±2 nm (see supporting information). For a∼7 nm thickNWcore a change in radial
confinement energy of∼30 meV corresponds to a change in core diameter of only 1.5 nm [24], which is within
the accuracy of the STEM imaging. There is an additional emission feature present at∼1.59 eVwhich is denoted
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by the dashed line in figure 2.We speculate that this emission originates from crystal defects located at the very
tip of theNW.

To further gain insights into the strength of the confinement potential of the individual twin defects, we
examine in the following the carrier dynamics as a function of temperature. These experiments were performed
usingμ-PL spectroscopywhich allows to vary the lattice temperature in theHeflow cryostat. Here, we
investigate PL spectra of aNWwith very similar characteristics, as particularly shown infigure 3(a) for two
distinct positions along theNWaxis. Note that unlike inCLmeasurements, the spatial resolution inμ-PL is
limited by the∼1 μmspot size of the excitation laser. Nevertheless, a clear difference can be observed between
spectra recorded in the left and right parts of theNWplotted as red and blue curves, respectively. The PL from
the right, thinner section of theNW (ZB-phasewith few twin defects) consists of a dominant strongly blue-
shifted sharp line at>1.60 eV, similar to the observations byCL.On the other hand, the spectrum from the left,
thicker andmore defective section of theNWcontains alsomultiple broader peaks at lower energies, which
agrees well with theweaker confinement properties in this region as also found by the correlatedCL-TEMdata.
Asmentioned previously, the energetically lower lying transitions (∼1.53–1.58 eV) appearmuchmore as
distinct peaks in the PL as compared toCL.We assign this difference to the comparatively low excitation power
density of∼20W cm−2 used in the PL experiments, where the localized states are notfilled up as in the case
of CL.

To study the temperature-dependent PL of the twin-defected region inmore detail, wefix both excitation
and detection to the right, thinner section of theNW.Due to the finite∼1 μmwide excitation spot size and
carrier diffusion along theNW, the PL signal also contains the energetically lower transitions arising from the
thickNWend (low-intensity features in the red curve offigure 3(a) as recorded at 10 K). The presence of both the
twin-defect related sharp-line emission (at 1.635 eV) and the low-energy transitions are best represented in the
logarithmic plot of figure 3(b), which depicts spectra recorded at temperatures ranging from10 to 77 K.We note
that the intensity of the sharp line emission at 1.635 eV quenchesmonotonically with increasing temperature, as
expected for aQD-like emitter [41, 42]. In contrast, the intensity of the low-energy transitions does not decrease
monotonically but reaches amaximumat elevated temperatures, as further discussed below. In addition, the
low-energy transitions at∼1.55 eV donot continually red-shift in energy with increasing temperature, as
indicated by the arrow symbols infigure 3(b). Instead, two of the transitions follow an ‘s-shape’ temperature
dependence, that is, a red-shift followed by a blue-shift and final red-shift in transition energy, which is a
characteristic behavior for highly defectedGaAsNWswhere the blue-shift is attributed to thermal activation of
carriers to close-by narrowZB/WZ-type quantumwells [20]. The absence of this anomalous behavior in the
sharp-line emission center at∼1.63 eV, which exhibits rather amonotonic red-shift, supports our interpretation
of an isolated twin defect QD.

For amore quantitative analysis of the variable PL intensity with temperature, the integrated intensities are
plotted as a function of inverse temperature for the sharp-line transition at 1.635 eV (figure 4(a)), and the

Figure 2. (a) STEMHAADF image of theNWend consisting of ZB crystal structure. Different contrasts in the image correspond to
ZB-A andZB-B crystal segments, separated by single twin defects. The twin defects aremarked by the red and blue arrows in the
micrograph. (b)CL spectra recorded for different excitation spots along theNWaxis. The corresponding excitation positions are
denoted bywhite rectangles and labeled by numbers in (a). The sharp lines in the spectrum reachmaximum intensity for excitation
close to the twin defects, revealing that these spectral features originate from single twin defects. As these features directly correlate
with the two twin defects, they have beenmarked by blue and red arrows, as well as highlighted by colored boxes in the spectra as a
guide to the eye. An additional emission feature is present at∼1.59 eV andmarked by a gray dashed line in (a).
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energetically lower transitions at∼1.55 eV (figure 4(b)). The integrated intensities were extracted for the
respective peaks across the corresponding energy intervals given by the red and blue shaded area in the inset of
figure 4(a). Clearly, the integrated intensity of the sharp-line transition at 1.635 eV quenches continually with
increasing temperature. This behavior can bewell described by a simple rate equationmodel, wherewe assume
that the carriers localized in the twin-defect basedCPQDbecome thermally activated to a non-radiative process
via a Boltzmann temperature dependence (see supporting information) [43, 44]. As a result, the temperature-
dependent quenching of the PL intensity can be described by the following relation

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

=
+ ⋅ -

I T
I

C
E

k T
1 exp

.0

A

B

( )

Here EA is the thermal activation energy and I0 and C are fitting constants. The red curve infigure 4(a) is a best
fit to the experimental data, fromwhichwe obtain an activation energy of = E 7.4 0.9 meV.A This value is
clearly above the binding energy =E 4.2 meVB of free excitons in bulkGaAs [45], as expected due to the
increased overlap of the electron and holewave functionswithin theCPQD.

On the other hand, to describe the temperature-dependent PL intensity of the low-energy transitions from
the defect-rich, left end of theNW,we include an additional contribution of charge carriers which are not
directly optically excited into the radiative transition but are instead captured and thermally activated froman
intermediate states in nearbyCPQDs . The solution of the rate equation then leads to the following temperature
dependent PL intensity

Figure 3. (a)PL spectra recorded atT=10 K at two distinct positions along aGaAs–AlGaAs core–shell NWas indicated by the insets.
The insets schematically illustrate themicrostructure of theNWwhere the two positions correspond to regions of different crystal
defect density andNWdiameter. The spectrum recorded in the right, thinner region of theNW is dominated by a single sharp line
(red curve in top panel), and the spectrum recorded in the left, thicker region exhibits additional transitions at lower energies (blue
curve in bottompanel). (b)PL spectra from the thinner, right end of theNWrecorded at different temperatures and plotted on a
logarithmic scale.With increasing temperature the sharp-line emission at∼1.63 eVmonotonically decreases and exhibits a
continuous redshift in energy. In contrast, the intensity of the energetically lower transitions reaches itsmaximumat elevated
temperatures and exhibits an anomalous ‘s-shape’ energy shift as denoted by the arrow symbols.
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Again, C is afitting constant and EA1 is the Boltzmann activation energy to a non-radiative recombination
channel of the carriers. I0 is afitting constant which is proportional to the rate of carriers excited by the laser. The
fitting constant b and the activation energy EA2 describe the thermal activation of carriers being fed into to the
radiative process. Importantly, due to this additional contribution of carriers from localized states of nearby
crystal defects, quenching occurs notmonotonically but is superimposed by an initial increase of the PL
intensity. From thefit to the experimental data, plotted by the blue curve infigure 4(b), we determine

= E 62 6 meVA1 and = E 20 7 meV.A2 The activation energy EA1 is again significantly larger than the
bulkGaAs exciton binding energy due to the localization in the crystal defects. Interestingly, it is also
significantly larger than = E 7.4 0.9 meVA of the sharp-line twin-defect basedCPQDemitter from the thin
NWregion. This energy difference could be caused by a difference in theWZ/ZBband offset in the thickerNW
region because of themodified radial confinement. In addition, there is also a high number of neighboring twin
defects andWZ segments in the thickerNWregion, where the thermally activated carriersmay not only lead to a
direct suppression of the PL intensity but also induce hopping into adjacent energetically higher defects from
where they recombine radiatively. This interpretation is supported by the observed anomalous s-shape energy
shift of these transitions, as discussed above. The onset of the increase in PL intensity (i.e., at 1000 T−1∼30 K−1)
as seen infigure 4(b) directly correlates with the onset of quenching of the energetically higher CPQDs (see
figure 4(a)), which indicates the presence of carrier transfer from the twin defects to the thicker,more defective
NWregion.However, the activation energy EA2 is larger than the activation energy of the isolated twin-defect
CPQDs. A possible explanation of this behavior is that both electrons and holes have to be thermally activated

Figure 4. (a) Integrated PL intensity of the crystal phaseQD transition as a function of inverse temperature. The integrated intensity is
marked by the red shaded area in the inset of the figure. The red curve is a bestfit to the data revealing an activation energy of

= E 7.4 0.9 meV.A (b) Integrated PL intensity of the energetically lower transitions, which aremarked by the blue shaded area in
the inset of (a), as a function of inverse temperature. The initial increase of PL intensity towards lower temperature, followed by a
quenching of the PL intensity, can be understood in terms of thermally activated carrier diffusion to these energetically lower states, as
explained in the text. The blue curve is a fit of the thermal activationmodel to the data. The colored data points in (a) and (b)
correspond to the PLmeasurements presented infigure 3(b).
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from theQD and transferred to the thickNWregion, unlike the situation of the quenching process of theQD,
where the activation of only one carrier species is necessary. Another possible reason for the higher activation
energy could also be energetic barriers, as in the formof other crystal defects, which have to be overcome by the
carriers diffusing to the thickerNWregion.

Finally, we present relevant temperature dependent dynamics of the twin-defect CPQDs by closely
investigating the evolution of the linewidth of the sharp-line transition at 1.635 eV. By fittingmultiple
Lorentzian curves to the spectrum, as shown in the inset offigure 5(a), we extracted the full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) of the transition for different temperatures. The FWHMvalues increase with temperature
which agrees favorably with the characteristic behavior of aQD: essentially, the behavior is described first by a
linear increase at low temperatures due to acoustic phonon scattering followed by an exponential increase due to
the generation of longitudinal-optical (LO) phonons [46–48]. For a quantitative analysis we fit the conventional
function aG = G + ⋅ + ⋅ - -T T b E k Texp 10 LO B

1( ) ( ( ) ) for thermal broadening of theQD linewidth.
From the bestfit to the data, which is plotted infigure 5(a), we determine the LOphonon energy

= E 40 18 meV,LO which is in close agreementwith the LOphonon energy of bulkGaAs of 36.25 meV [49].
We also determine an acoustic phonon scattering coefficient a=6±1 μeV K−1 from thefit, which is in the
range of typical values obtained for excitons in bulkGaAs andGaAs quantumwells [50]. The zero-phonon
linewidth is found to be G0=152±35 μeV,which lies above the natural linewidth corresponding to the
previously determinedCPQD lifetimes of fewhundred ps [23]. This indicates that additional broadening
mechanisms are present, such as couplingwith nearby electronic states or scattering at charged impurities.

Conclusion

Weunambiguously demonstrated that among the variousWZ/ZBpolytype combinations single twin defects
formed inside ultrathinGaAsNWs are the dominant origin for CPQDs, as verified by high-resolution STEM
cathodoluminescence. Thesefindings are further corroborated by temperature-dependent luminescence
studies of a well-defined, that is,∼1ML thick/7 nmwide twin defect, which exhibits a thermal activation energy
for the confined excitons nearly twice as large that for bulkGaAs aswell as a temperature-dependent linewidth
evolution directly reflecting phonon-mediated processes typical for a single semiconductorQD. In addition, the
temperature-dependent studies further reveal that carrier diffusion along the ultrathin 1D-GaAsNWcore leads
to a carrier transfer between theQDs. These results provide important insights into the nature and confinement
properties of novel CPQDs in III–V semiconductorNWs,which are considered as relevant candidates for future
quantum information technologies.
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Supplementary data
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presented.
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